Partners

Tori Hunter always worked solo, but in
Samantha Kennedy she found a partner, in
more ways than one. Casey OConnor isnt
thrilled to learn that she has a new partner
on the way. Its been hard enough to
transition from working with live victims
to dead ones. Now Leslie Turner is going
to slow down the process. Professional
duty trumps personal issues as the
detectives focus on their latest case, a killer
whose choice of victim is solitary women.
The investigation raises a lot of questions
around the killers means and opportunities.
Leslie would be happy if the questions
stopped there, but shes also wondering why
shed rather spend time with these
women--specifically Casey--than with her
fiance. Casey would also like to stick to
business, but as the case intensifies she
finds herself also watching Tori and Sam
and wondering how they balance their
public personas and private passions.
Figuring it out is a pointless exercise, she
tells herself, because that kind of lightning
cant possibly strike twice.
Partners
concludes the series that began with the
chart-topping bestseller Hunters Way, and
continued with the Lambda Literary and
Golden Crown finalist In the Name of the
Father -- with the sizzling intensity that
only Gerri Hill can deliver.
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